
 

  

FP Numerical Reasoning using 
Counters 

Activities and ideas to 
develop reasoning skills 
in the FP classroom when 
tidying up. 

 

FP Numerical Reasoning when Tidying 
Up 
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FP Numerical Reasoning Skills  Relevant Activities 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
 

Identify 
processes 
and 
connections 

FP.1 transfer mathematical skills to 
play and classroom activities 

          

FP.2 identify steps to complete the 
task or reach a solution 

          

FP.3 select appropriate mathematics 
and techniques to use 

          

FP.4 select and use relevant number 
facts and mental strategies 

          

FP.5 select appropriate equipment 
and resources 

          

FP.6 use knowledge and practical 
experience to inform estimations 

          

FP.11 use everyday and mathematical 
language to talk about their own ideas 
and choices 

          

Represent 
and 
communicate 

FP.12 present work orally, pictorially 
and in written form, and use a variety 
of ways to represent collected data 

          

FP.13 devise and refine informal, 
personal methods of recording, 
moving to using words and symbols in 
number sentences 

          

Review
  

FP.17 use checking strategies to 
decide if answers are reasonable 

          

FP.18 interpret answers within the 
context of the problem and consider 
whether answers are sensible 

          

FP.19 interpret information presented 
in charts and diagrams and draw 
appropriate conclusions 

          



 

  
In each bay there should be 11 wheels. What combinations of 
trikes/bikes/scooters could go in each bay? Can you arrange 
them so that all the trikes/bikes/scooters have a home and still 
follow the rule? 

Use Number 
Facts and 

Relationships 

 

1 

Have a stock check grid/ numbered parking bays for trikes/bikes 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
          

This could be painted on the ground for larger equipment  
such as trikes or drawn on paper for smaller equipment such as 
cars. Children use it to check they have all the equipment when 
tidying up. 
Huw thinks I have 8 trikes but Carys thinks I have 9 trikes. Who 
is correct? 
There are 4 trikes missing. True or false? 
If I have 9 trikes, I will have collected all the trikes. True or 
false? 
Keep one of the trikes out of the bays. The number 7 trike is 
missing. No it is the number 8 trike. Who is correct? 
Make this harder by putting the other trikes in the wrong bays. 

2 

Use Number 
Facts and 

Relationships 

 

Label shelves with numbers 1 to 5 and boxes of toys with 1 to  
5 quantities. Remove a box and mix them up. Box 4 is missing.  
True or false? Prove it. 

3 

Use Number 
Facts and 

Relationships 
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  Label equipment storage e.g. 10 pencils, 5 rulers etc. Give children 
a pile of pencils/ get them to collect all the pencils in. Do we have 
all the pencils etc? How do we know? Prove it? If I find one more 
pencil, I will have found all the pencils true or false? 

4 

Use Number 
Facts and 

Relationships 

 

Label fruit shelves in a shop, e.g. 5 bananas. Give children a box of 
fruit to restock the shelves. I have enough bananas to stock the 
shelves. True or false 
 
There are more of me than bananas but less of me than apples. 
What am I? 

Use Number 
Facts and 

Relationships 

5 

Pictures of objects (and quantities) on shelves for tidying up. The 
red doll is missing (or there are 4 dolls missing), true or false? 
Prove it. 

Use Number 
Facts and 

Relationships 

 

6 

Give children a sales sheets (with numbers up to 5 for each 
product). Mrs Jones thinks that we sold more apples than 
bananas this week. Is she correct? Prove it. I need more apples 
than pears to restock the shop. True or false? 
What am I? 

7 

Use Number 
Facts and 

Relationships 
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 6  

5 3 2 

 1  

 

Give children 3 coloured boxes. The blue box has 2 more cars than 
the red box, the red box has 4 less cars than the green box. How 
many cars in each box? (R = 2, B = 4 G = 6) 

Give children toy cars numbered e.g. 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 10, 14, 15. 45, 50 
Label 3 garages multiples of 2, 5 or 10.  Some cars can’t decide 
where to go. Why? Do all the cars have a home? 

9 

8 

Use Number 
Facts and 

Relationships 

 

Use Number 
Facts and 

Relationships 

 

Give children a number of different sized boxes and some items to 
tidy, e.g. small world play, drum, play dough. What should we put 
in each box? Why? 

Measures 

 

10 
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